
2024 GWM Haval Jolion Premium A01

$25,990 Drive Away

Category: New
Kilometres: 11 kms
Colour: Hamilton White
Transmission: Sports Automatic Dual Clutch
Body: Suv
Drive Type: Front Wheel Drive
Fuel Type: Petrol - Unleaded ULP
Engine: 1.5 Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 4 cylinders
Stock #: V633635
VIN: LGWEE4A54RK633635 

Dealer: Orange Motor Group
Address: 8-14 Gateway Crescent, Orange NSW 2800
Phone: 02 6362 7169

Dealer Comments

"Experience Elevated Luxury: Introducing the 2024 GWM Haval Jolion A01 Premium Wagon!



Prepare to indulge in a new level of sophistication with the 2024 GWM Haval Jolion A01 Premium Wagon. This
stunning vehicle redefines the concept of luxury, blending sleek design with cutting-edge technology to create an
unparalleled driving experience.

Step inside the Jolion A01 and you'll immediately be captivated by its refined interior. From premium leather
upholstery to exquisite wood trim accents, every detail exudes elegance and style. Sink into the comfort of heated
and ventilated seats as you embark on your journey in ultimate luxury.

But the Jolion A01 is not just about looks—it's also packed with innovative features to enhance your driving
pleasure. Stay connected and entertained with the latest infotainment system, complete with a large touchscreen
display and smartphone integration. And with advanced driver assistance systems, including adaptive cruise
control and lane-keeping assist, you'll enjoy peace of mind on every drive.

Under the hood, the Jolion A01 boasts impressive performance and efficiency. Its powerful engine delivers
exhilarating acceleration while maintaining excellent fuel economy, so you can enjoy the thrill of the open road
without compromise.

With its spacious wagon design, the Jolion A01 offers ample room for passengers and cargo alike. Whether you're
embarking on a weekend getaway or simply running errands around town, this versatile vehicle has you covered.

Don't settle for ordinary. Elevate your driving experience with the 2024 GWM Haval Jolion A01 Premium Wagon.
Visit us and experience luxury like never before. Your journey to sophistication starts here."

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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